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ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY

The Recovered Memory Task Group (RMTG), created in July 1993, was part of the Sexual Assault Network (SAN), a subcommittee of the Regional Coordinating Committee to End Violence Against Women (RCCEVAW). The RMTG’s main focus was to oppose the rise of the False Memory Syndrome Foundation (FMSF) popularity. Members of the RMTG included therapists, psychologists, lawyers and victims of assault.

During its years of operation, the RMTG gathered and disseminated literature on the false memory syndrome debate, educated public agencies and community groups with the conferences and information sessions, and furthered research in the field of the false / recovered memories debate. The RMTG also produced a paper available through SAN. It includes fourteen recommendations on strategies to adopt when advocating for the rights of victims of assault with recovered memories. The RMTG disbanded in 1997.

CUSTODIAL HISTORY

On January 22, 2004, Diane Davis, a former member of RMTG, contacted the ARCS regarding the donation of approximately 6 metres of documents from the RMTG. The documents were housed at Women’s Place / Place des femmes in Ottawa to facilitate the former RMTG’s and individual researcher’s consultation of the documents. In December 2005, the ARCS received four boxes of RMTG’s documents.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

This fonds is part the Canadian Women’s Movement Archives (CWMA) at the Archives and Special Collections of the University of Ottawa Morisset Library. It contains minutes, conference programs, articles, photocopied press clippings and other documents on the RMTG’s administration and Bibliography project.

This fonds includes textual records, graphic material (photographs) and an objects (button) pertaining to the RMTG. It is organized into four series.
SERIES DESCRIPTION

This series consists of various documents such as minutes, programs, tentative budgets, pertaining to the RMTG's organization and administration. The documents also include information kit, registration forms and evaluations of an RMTG conference Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law. This series is divided into five sections: Minutes, agenda reports, etc., Organizations affiliated to the RMTF, Funding, Activities and conference and Public relation material.

Series 2: Bibliographic project. – 1942, 1956-1974, 1985-1999. – 122.5 cm of textual records (Boxes 2-8)
This series includes documents such as articles, photocopies of press clippings, leaflets, pamphlets and other material. The material was compiled during the Bibliography project designed to collect as much material on the FMSF and recovered memories. Documents with a green sticker were used in RMTG's information kits. We followed the categories and order as listed in the Bibliography project: Bibliography material, Background material, Legal, Research, Survivor publications and survivor-friendly publications, FMS publications, Magazine articles, Newspaper articles, RMTG writing to media, E-mail material, Incomplete material, Miscellaneous and New material to be discussed, sorted and filed. All categories are in alphabetical order except for Bibliography, Miscellaneous and New material to be discussed, sorted and filed who are listed who are in chronological order.

Series 3: Graphic material - Photographs. – [10 or 11 November 1995?]. – 21 colour photographs (with Graphic material).
The photographs, originally stored in an envelope, were taken from Series 1: Administrative records. They consists mostly of candid shots and photographs of events (i.e. artwork exhibit, conference, speeches, trips) presumably during the RMTG's conference Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law. The original documents were removed from their envelope, replaced by photocopies and placed in an acid free folder. For individual description of photographs, please consult RMTG (X10-101) Graphic material finding aid.

This button is part of loose material found in box 1352. The “F.I.B.S.” button used to promote the RMTG’s work and to counter the FMSF’s views on recovered memories. For individual description of button, please consult RMTG (X10-101) Inventory of object.
NOTE ON ARRANGEMENT AND DESCRIPTION

We maintained the original order as provided by the donor. Larger files were divided into multiple folders. Publications were integrated to the library collection and will be accessible through the library catalogue. These publications also appear at the end of this finding aid in the List of Publications.

NOTE ON LANGUAGE

Most of the documents are in English. Some of the documents are in French.

NOTE ON ACCESS

Most of the records are open to consultation. Files preceded by a red dot have access restrictions.

NOTE ON REPRODUCTION

In this fonds, we have, in some cases, made photocopies for conservation purposes (i.e. in the case of photographs, press clippings and documents printed on fax paper). In the case of newspaper clippings and faxes, we have retained only the copy made on archival paper.

Reproduction of documents is permitted, according to the Canadian Copyright Law.

NOTE ON FINDING AID

A nominal index for names of individuals is provided at the end of the finding aid.

NOTE ON ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY

Data for the administrative history collected from:


“Recovered Memory Task Group”. The Sexual Assault Network (SAN). Web. 15 October 2013
RECOVERED MEMORY TASK GROUP (RMTG) FONDS
X10-101

Series 1 : Administrative Records

Minutes, Agendas, Report, Etc.

BOX 1
1.1 Minutes, a questionnaire and report, August 1993 – November 1994, June 1995
1.2 Legal Issues Committee : minutes, draft of a pamphlet, address list and other material, [1995]
1.3 Public Education Sub-Committee : agendas and minutes, August – November 1994

Organizations Affiliated to the RMTG
1.4 Operating by-laws, Women’s Place / Place aux Femmes (Ottawa-Carleton, Ontario, Canada) : July 8 1992 annual general meeting minutes, board and collective members’ job descriptions, by-laws and other material, 1986, 1993-1994
1.5 Regional Coordinating Committee to End Violence Against Women (RCCEVAW) : chart Schematic Chart of the Regional Coordinating Committee to End Violence Against Women, [199-]
1.6 RCCEVAW and Sexual Assault Network (SAN) : proposal for “Third Party Neutral (TPN) Conflict Resolution – a Healing Path”, drafts of the SAN member orientation and RCCEVAW policy and statements on conflict resolution and other material, 1996, 1998

Funding and Finances
1.8 • Funding: proposal, community grant application for RMTG project, job application and interview questionnaire for coordinator position and other material, 1993-1996

1.9 Program evaluation: excerpts from manuals How to do simple program evaluation on senior health promotion program, Request for proposals 1995 and Community action pack, a sample budget, list Funder's wish list when reviewing proposals and other material, [199-?]  

Correspondence

1.10 • General correspondence: letters, notes, a business card and a pamphlet, 1994-1996

Activities and Conferences


1.15 Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memory, Therapy and the Law (Conference): information kit and notes, [November 1995]

1.16 [Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law (Conference)]: RMTG activity form [from an information kit], [November 1995]

1.17 [Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law (Conference)]: twenty-one colour photographs and an envelope (photographs replaced by photocopies. The originals are stored separately), [November 1995?]
1.18 • Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law (Conference): RMTG mailing list, summary of conference evaluations and evaluations, [December 1995]


1.20 • Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memory, Therapy and the Law (Conference) and Funding: pamphlets, conference papers, tentative budgets and other material, 1994-[1996] (1 of 2)

1.21 • Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memory, Therapy and the Law (Conference) and Funding: pamphlets, conference papers, tentative budgets and other material, 1994-[1996] (2 of 2)

BOX 2

2.1 • Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memory, Therapy and the Law (Conference) and Registration: registration forms, a letter, list of RMTG conference subsidies and other material, [November 1995]

Public Relation Material

2.2 Pamphlets, postings, etc.: leaflets, postings, pamphlets and other material on RMTF’s activities, 1994-1995

2.3 Public Relation Material and Graphics (Originals): F.I.B.S. (False Innocence Belies Syndrome) pamphlets and graphics, RMTG letterhead, FMS factsheet and other material, [199-]

Series 2: Bibliography Project

Bibliographies

2.4 Bibliographies: annotated bibliographies, bibliography project report, request form and other material, [199-?]

2.5 Bibliographies: incomplete text on false memory syndrome and its legal issues, [after 1991]
2.6 • Bibliographies: bibliographies, some annotated, lists of organizations and contact people, leaflets and other material, 1993-1994

2.7 Bibliographies: notes, report on bibliography project, bibliographies and a letter, September – November 1994

2.8 Bibliographies: note, critical text *Documenting the “False Memory Syndrome” Foundation and answering its claims and attacks against survivors and therapists* and a critical bibliography, September and November 1994

2.9 Bibliographies: list of resource people and organizations, notes and alphabetical lists of collected material, 27 September 1994, February 1995

**Organizations**

2.10 • Accuracy About Abuse (AAA): information sheets and a letter, 1994-1995

2.11 American Coalition for Abuse Awareness (ACAA): memorandums, pamphlets, order form, EHS Family Care Network’s Childhood Trauma Treatment Program and other material, 1992, 1994-1995

2.12 • American Coalition for Abuse Awareness (ACAA): position papers, legislative issue brief, memorandums and other material, 1994-1995


2.14 American Psychiatric Association: two copies of statement on memories of sexual abuse, [12 December 1993]


2.16 Barbara Schilfer Commemorative Clinic: three booklets, [199-]

2.18 Calvacades Videos: a letter, a leaflet and summary of Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law conference proceedings, 1996


2.20 Criminal Lawyer’s Associations and Annual Convention and Education Program: program of Human Memory and Sex Abuse Cases: the Misuse and Abuse of Science conference leaflet and information kit, 1993-1994

BOX 3

3.1 First Nations Education Counselling Unit: a pamphlet, [199-]

3.2 Fondation des femmes canadiennes / Canadian Women’s Fondation: two information kits and notes, [199-]

3.3 International Society for the Study of Multiple Personality and Dissociation (ISSMPD): membership directory, 1993

3.4 Metro Action Committee on Public Violence Against Women and Children (METRAC): pamphlets, leaflet, guides Women’s safety audit guide and Sexual assault: a guide to the criminal system and other material, [199-]

3.5 Miscellaneous organizations: a letter, pamphlets, order forms and other material from various organizations and rape crisis centres, 1993-1995

3.6 Service Providers Adult/Advocacy Network (SPAN): two letters and a call for submissions, [28 February 1995]

3.7 Sidran Foundation: catalogues Sidran Foundation bookshelf, notes, pamphlets and other material, Summer 1994 – 1997

Legal


3.10 Legal : list of House of Commons members, articles, report
Recommended approach to evaluating the effectiveness of complaints
and discipline procedures with respect to professional misconduct of a
sexual nature and other material, 1992-1995

3.11 [Legal] : articles, notes Discriminatory uses of personal records in sexual
violence cases and paper Disclosure of records : current issues and other
material, 1994-1995

trials” and notes Discriminatory uses of personal records in sexual
violence cases, 1994, 1996

3.13 •Legal Case Material : case transcripts from Ontario (Canada), Québec
(Canada) and Michigan (United States), articles, a brief and other

3.14 •Legal Case Material : case transcripts from Ontario (Canada), Québec
(Canada) and Michigan (United States), articles, a brief and other

3.15 Legal Issues : leaflets, press clippings and postcards, September 1994

3.16 •Legal issues, Violence, Sexual assault and Rape : draft of protocol The
Ottawa-Carleton sexual assault protocol, pamphlets, a booklet A Guide for
the parents of sexually abused children and other material, 1986, 1990,

3.17 •Violence, Sexual assault and rape and Legal issues : draft of The
Ottawa-Carleton sexual assault protocol, pamphlets, booklet A guide for
the parents of sexually abused children and other material, 1986, 1990,

Research

BOX 4

4.1 Backus, John and Glenn Davis : article “Your memory are not false : a
reply to the False Memory Syndrome Foundation” and summary of book
History of childhood, [1994?] 

down side”. Journal of Interpersonal Violence, 4 (1), 110-113


4.5 Belicki, Kathryn, Brenda Correy, Anne Boucock, Marion Cuddy and Alicia Dunlop: draft of article “Report on sexual abuse: fact or fantasies”, [December 1993]


4.8 Beyond the Controversy (Conference): information kit [belonging to Ann Gero, community worker, Women’s Place], 1996

4.9 Bloom, Sandra L.: chapter submitted for book *False memory syndrome* and an article, 1995


4.13 Briere, John, Marsha Kuntz, Jon Conte and Lia Y. Zaidi: several articles on various subjects, among others, the Trauma Symptom Checklist, amnesia and methodology in study of sexual abuse effects, 1989, 1991-1992


Byrd, Kevin D., David Gleaves, Steven N. Gold, Dawn Hughes and Laura Hohnecker : reviews of Elizabeth Loftus’ articles, May 1994

Calof, David L. : articles, an interview with Pamela Freyd and a letter to Elaine Purchase on the documentary Shattered memories, 1993-1994


4.30 Coons, P. M., Bowman, E.S., Pellow, T.A. & Schneider, P. “Post-traumatic aspects of the treatment of sexual assault and incest”. *Treatment of Victims of Sexual Abuse*, 325-335


4.32 Côté, Isabelle : draft manuscript of article “False memory syndrome : assessment of adults reporting childhood sexual abuse”, [199-?] 


4.42 Fassel, Mary Lou: two copies of conference text “Fighting the false memory backlash”, November 25 – 26 1995


4.44 Felton, Kathleen Ackley: two papers *Memory processes of female survivors of childhood sexual abuse* and *The question of “false memory” or “return of the ‘repressed’”, December 1993 and August 1994


4.46 Fraser, S. (1994, March). “Freud’s final seduction”. *Saturday Night, 19-21, 56-59 (some copies incomplete) and notes, [1994]*


4.48 Freyd, Jennifer J.: several articles and a letter to Erwin S. Duggan about various subjects, among others, the documentary *Divided memories*, amnesia and recovered memories, 1994-1995

4.49 Freyd, William: a letter about the Frontline show *Divided memories*, 17 April 1995


4.52 Gardner, Martin, 1914-2010: list of Committee of the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal (CSICP) and multiple copies of
article “Notes of a fringe-watcher: the tragedies of false memories” some incomplete, [Fall 1994]

*Issues on Child Abuse Accusations*, 105, 115-116 (incomplete)

4.54 Gareau, Carolyn: two copies of Carleton University Honours thesis 
*Factors affecting perceptions of adults’ allegations of child abuse*, August 1993

*Issues in Child Abuse Accusations*, 4 (4), 246-247

**BOX 5**

*Journal of Psychohistory*, 22 (3), 265-272

*American Psychologist*, 440-441

*American Psychologist*, 441-442

*Journal of Interpersonal Violence*, 9 (1), 12-26

*Treating Abuse Today*, 5 (1), 24-30

*Issues in Child Abuse Accusations*, 4 (4), 239-245

5.7 Gorman, C. (1995, 17 April). “Memory on trial”. 
*Time*, 40-41

*Journal of Psychohistory*, 22 (3), 329-339

*American Psychologist*, 603-615 and


5.13 Hamlin, Bonnie: rough draft of paper *Memory debate, child sexual abuse*, note and article “Child sexual abuse, the false memory syndrome”, [199-?] 

5.14 Harriman, P. L. (1942). “The experimental production of some phenomena related to multiple personality”. [Journal…], 37, 244-255


5.19 Hovdestad, Wendy E. and Connie M. Kristiansen: draft copy of paper *The validity of the “false memory syndrome” victim stereotype: preliminary analyses of data from 48 women* and *Mind meets body: on the nature of recovered memories of trauma*, [199-]

5.20 Hyman, Ira E., Jr. F. James Billings, Susan G. Husband, Troy M. Husband, Donald B. Smith and Elizabeth Loftus: article and poster *Memories and false memories of childhood experience* and paper *Memory: modern conception of the vicissitudes of early childhood memories*, [199-]
5.21 Jaksic, Lorrain and L. MacDonald-Hicks: paper *Incest: a patriarchal hermeneutic*, 5 April 1993


5.24 Kent, Stephen A.: two-part paper *Deviant spiritualism and ritual satanic abuse*, 20 May 1993


5.26 Kolk, Bessen A. van der: articles, a letter to Sherry Quirk, a book review of *The myth of repressed memory* and *Making monsters* and other material, 1994-1995

5.27 Kristiansen, Connie: draft and published article "Bearing witness to patriarchal revictimization of survivors", Canadian Psychological Association (CPA) address and review of book *Child sexual abuse: the recovered memory/false memory debate*, 1994-1995


5.31 Lindsay, Stephen: four articles on various subjects, among others, the false memory debate, childhood sexual abuse and memories, 1994-1995
5.32 Loftus, Elizabeth F. : Canadian Psychological Association guide 


XIV

Nagy, Thomas F., George F. Ganaway, Eugene E. Levitt, Cornelia Maré Pinnel and Richard A. Bryant: several articles on various subjects, among others, incest, hypnosis and fantasy proneness, April 1995


Neron, Carole: paper *The debate on recovered memories of childhood sexual abuse: implications for treatment*, April 1994


Orr, Marjorie: UKPC / UPA Sheffield Conference paper *The Overloaded Debate*, 14 December 1995


---

**BOX 6**


6.5 Quinlan, Liz and Mary-Ellen Hurman: paper “False Memory Syndrome” from Crown Training Conference, 26 May 1994

6.6 Quirk, Sherry A.: a letter to Ofra Bikel on a FMS documentary, 20 April 1995

6.7 Race relations and Policing units: annexe and volume 1, phase 1 of report *Community Recruiting: Selecting Constables for the Future*, February and June 1992

6.8 Read, J. D. & Lindsay, D. S. (1994). “Moving towards a middle ground on the ‘false memory debate’: reply to commentaries on Lindsay and Read” and “Psychotherapy and memories of childhood abuse: a cognitive perspective” (incomplete). *Applied Cognitive Psychology*, 8, 407-435, 281


6.10 Reynolds, L. ([199-]). “‘False memory’ another assault“. [Ottawa Citizen]


6.12 Ritual abuse: pamphlets, Ritual childhood abuse: disclosure in the 80s, backlash in the 90s conference kit, poems and other material, 1991-1995

6.13 Ritual abuse: booklet *The ultimate challenge facing and working with the issue of ritualistic and cult-related abuse*, article “Ritual abuse: towards a
feminist understanding” and an annotated bibliography, Fall 1992, January 1994 – February 1995


6.20 Schacter, Daniel L., Jerome Kagan and Michelle D. Leightman : drafts of two articles and a review of books on recovered and false memories, [1995]


Spence, Donald P.: two copies of address Narrative truth and putative child abuse with annotations, August 1993

Summit, Roland C.: an article on a child’s reaction to sexual abuse, [199-]


Walsh, M.R. (Spring 1993). “Anita Hill and new research on trauma and recovery”. Psychology of Women, 3-6

WaterWomon, Cheryl: Fighting the “FMS” Backlash conference speech “Fighting FMSers – What’s behind it all?”, [26 November 1994]


Webb, Annabel N.: abstract, conclusions and recommendations of the University of British Columbia Master’s thesis Misty water coloured misogyny: the politics of “false memory syndrome”, May 1996

Wehbi, Samantha and Ann Curry: analysis False memory syndrome. an analysis of the phenomenon, [199-]

Williams, Linda Meyer and Lucy Berliner: articles, some incomplete on sexual abuse, recovered memories and childhood trauma, 1992, 1994

Wylie, M.S. (September – October 1993). “The shadow of a doubt” and “Trauma and memory”. Networker, 18-29

Survivor Publications and Survivor-Friendly Publications

Body Memories: Suzanne. (1993, Spring – Summer). “It’s not like we’re all claiming we saw Jesus…”. Body Memories. 5 (6), 4-5, 14-17 and a photocopy of a title page, Spring 1994

The Cutting Edge: photocopy of title page of newsletter The Cutting Edge, vol. 6, issue 4 (24), Winter 1995

Family Violence and Sexual Assault Bulletin: editor’s comment, article and two copies of a bibliography, 1992-1994

The Healing Women: photocopy of title pages, articles and order form, 1994-1995

Heartbeat: list of Heatlines, Inc. programs and services and a photocopy of the title page of Heartlines Inc.’s newsletter Heartbeat, number 1 (November 1993), [1993]


6.54 *Out of Patients*: two copies of pamphlet and photocopy of title page of a newsletter, 1994-1995


**BOX 7**

7.1 *Stone Angels*: examples of drawings by ritual abuse survivors and an information kit on false memory syndrome, 1992, 1994-1995 (1 of 2)

7.2 *Stone Angels*: examples of drawings by ritual abuse survivors and an information kit on false memory syndrome, 1992, 1994-1995 (2 of 2)

7.3 *Survivorship*: articles “FMS founder champion paedophilia” and “Update: False Memory Syndrome Foundation” and a *FMS Foundation Newsletter* article on the *Padaika* interview, September 1992, 3 July 1993

7.4 *Truth about Abuse*: photocopy of title page and *S.O.F.I.E. (Survivors of Female Incest Emerge!)* and *Truth About Abuse* writer’s guidelines, [1994]

7.5 *Treating Abuse Today*: bibliography, list of back issues, Carleton University paper *From Freud to Freyd: a Century of Denial* and other material, 1993-1998

7.6 *Truth Tellers*: photocopies of cover pages, August 1994, March 1995

7.7 *Update*: notes and photocopies of title pages, July 1992

7.8 *Voices for Survivors Support Society Newsletter*: photocopy of title page of *Newsletter*, April 1994
FMS Publications

7.9 FMSF and James Randi: agenda for the FMSF conference “Memory and Reality: Reconciliation”, notes, press clippings and other material, [199-] (originals and photocopies)

7.10 Issues in Child Abuse Accusations: table of content, editor’s note and book reviews by Holiday Wakefield and Ralph Underwager, 1992


Magazine Articles


7.18 [Ms]: Rose, E. S. (1994, January – February). “Surviving the unbelievable: a first person account of cult ritual abuse”. Ms, 3 (4), 40-45 and a photocopy of the cover page


7.25 Working Woman : photocopy of title page, January 1996

Newspaper Articles

7.26 Globe and Mail, Star Phoenix (Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada), Toronto Star (Ontario, Canada) : photocopies of press clippings and notes, 1992-1994

7.27 McGill Daily (Montréal, Québec, Canada), Montréal Gazette (Québec, Canada) and Unité (Montréal, Québec, Canada) : photocopies of press clippings and Montreal Men Against Sexism leaflet, October – November 1993

7.28 Miscellaneous : photocopies of press clippings, some with annotations, 1992-1996

7.29 Montreal Gazette (Québec, Canada) : photocopies of press clippings, November 1993


7.35 Ottawa Citizen (Ontario, Canada) and Toronto Star (Ontario, Canada): photocopies of press clippings, 1993-1995

7.36 •Toronto Star (Ontario, Canada), La Presse (Montréal, Québec, Canada), Qui: photocopies of press clippings, some with annotations, two letters and notes, 1992-1996


RMTG Writings to Media

7.38 RMTG’s Writing to the Media: a letter by Connie Kristiansen and drafts of two articles published in Charletan and Hysteria, 17 November 1993, August – September 1994

E-Mail Material

7.39 E-mail material: emails, parody of the FMSF and David Calof’s testimony, April – May 1996

Incomplete Material

7.40 F.I.B.S. (False Memories Belies Syndrome): bibliography, articles and note, [199-?] 

BOX 8

Miscellaneous


8.2 [Miscellaneous] : leaflets, list of interviews on the CBC, draft of presenters’ schedule and other material, [1995]

New Material to Be Discussed, Sorted and Filed

8.3 FMSF and Humour : two copies of a mock interview with “Ralph Underwear”, a Cult, Rapist and Abusers Protection (CRAP) Foundation pamphlet and other material, [199-]

8.4 Articles, presentation, anonymous letter and other material on various subjects including false memory syndrome and sexual abuse, 1991-1996

8.5 Photocopied press clippings, articles, book review of *Women who hurt themselves* and other material on various subjects, among others, the Martenville case, sexual abuse and recovered memories, 1995-1996

8.6 Title pages of various newsletters, Women’s Place / Place des Femmes activities calendar, *Mediate* newsletter survey and other material, 1995-1998

8.7 RMTG, [Book Club] : several articles on various subjects, among others, the false memory debate, recovered and repressed memories, 1996

8.8 Poem *Sticks and stones : the unspoken feminist dilemma* by Bernice Downey and several *Take Back the Night* chants, September 1999

Series 3 : Graphic Material - Photographs. – [10 or 11 November 1995?]. – 21 colour photographs (with Graphic material).

The photographs, originally stored in an envelope, were taken from Series 1 : Administrative records. They consists mostly of candid shots and photographs of events (i.e. artwork exhibit, conference, speeches, trips) presumably during the RMTG’s conference *Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief : Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law*. The original documents were removed from their envelope, replaced by photocopies and placed in an acid free folder. For additional information, please consult RMTG (X10-101) Descriptive inventory, textual records.
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Series 3 : Graphic Material - Photographs

***Notes available in every photograph descriptions.

- All events (artwork exhibit, trip, presentation, etc.) may have been part of RMTG’s conference Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law.
- Originally in an envelope.
- Part of Series 1 : Administrative records.
- Additional information on the conference available in 1352., 1352.14 to 1352.21 and 1353.1

Abuse survivors’ artwork exhibit at the [Saw Gallery, Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)] / – [10 or 11 November 1995?]. – 3 photographs : 15 x 10 cm. – Title based on image.

1. Recovered Memory Task Group (RMTG)
2. Saw Gallery
3. Recovered in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law (Conference)
4. Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)

PC-X10-101-4
Unidentified woman speaking in a microphone, standing near a painting and a bouquet of flower on a table, [Saw Gallery, Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)] / – [10 or 11 November 1995?]. – 1 photograph : col ; 15 x 10 cm. – Title based on image.

1. Recovered Memory Task Group (RMTG)
2. Saw Gallery
3. Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law (Conference)
4. Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)


1. Recovered Memory Task Group (RMTG)
2. Saw Gallery
3. Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)
4. Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief : Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law (Conference)

Close-up of Motel Darlene sign and an unidentified woman standing in the Motel Darlene parking lot, [Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)] / – [10 or 11 November 1995?]. – 3 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm. to 15 x 10 cm. – Title based on image.

1. Recovered Memory Task Group (RMTG)
2. Darlene Motel
3. Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)
4. Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief : Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law (Conference)

PC-X10-101-10

1. Kristiansen, Connie
2. Recovered Memory Task Group (RMTG)
3. Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)
4. Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief : Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law (Conference)

PC-X10-101-11
Four unidentified women standing in a restaurant near the [Motel Darlene, Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)] / – [10 or 11 November 1995?]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 15 x 10 cm. – Title based on image.

1. Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)
2. Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief : Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law (Conference)

PC-X10-101-12
Unidentified person driving in a snow storm, [Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)] / – [10 or 11 November 1995?]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 15 x 10 cm. – Title based on image.

1. Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)
2. Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law (Conference)

**PC-X10-101-13, PC-X10-101-14**
Two unidentified women taking pictures in front of the Motel Darlene entrance, [Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)] / . – [10 or 11 November 1995?]. – 1 photograph: col.; 15 x 10 cm. – Title based on image.

1. Darlene Motel
2. Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law (Conference)
3. Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)

Four unidentified women sitting on a couch in a living room /. – [10 or 11 November 1995?]. – 2 photographs: col.; 15 x 10 cm. – Title based on image.

1. Recovered Memory Task Group (RMTG)
2. Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)

**PC-X10-101-17**
Unidentified woman standing on a podium and speaking in a microphone, [Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)] /. – [10 or 11 November 1995?]. – 1 photograph: col.; 15 x 10 cm. – Title based on image.

1. Recovered Memory Task Group (RMTG)
2. Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law (Conference)
3. Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)

Three unidentified women driving, sitting or consulting a map in a car, [Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)] / . – [10 or 11 November 1995?]. – 3 photographs: col.; 15 x 10 cm. – Title based on images.

1. Recovered Memory Task Group (RMTG)
2. Surviving in a Climate of Disbelief: Recovered Memories, Therapy and the Law (Conference)
3. Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)

**Series 4: Object - Button**

**Series 4: Object - Button.** – [between 1993 and 1997]. – 1 button (with Objects).
This button is part of loose material found in box 1352. The “F.I.B.S.” button used to promote the RMTG’s work and to counter the FMSF’s views on recovered memories. For additional information, please consult RMTG (X10-101) Descriptive inventory, textual records.

**CALL NUMBER**: OB-X10-101-1  
**MATERIAL**: Button  
**TITLE**: F.I.B.S. Fibbibus Minimus  
**OTHER TITLE INFO**: False.Innocence.Belief.Syndrome  
**DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT**: round; white background; purple coat of arm with a yellow banner with “Fibbibus Minimus”; writing in white, purple and black; 6.5 cm diameter  
**DATE OF ARTEFACT**: [between 1993 and 1997]  
**ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT**: [Recovered Memory Task Group (RMTG)]  
**PROVENANCE**: with donation 2004-1  
**SUBJECT HEADING (S)**:  
1. Recovered Memory Task Group (RMTG)  
2. Humour  
**NOTE**: Originally loose in box 1352.
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